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Our mission
CSSC provides affordable sports & leisure experiences, and health & wellbeing
beneﬁts for public sector employees.

Our vision
Inspiring members to explore new ways to be active and healthy.
#ActiveForLife

Our values
Passionate
We are passionate about physical and mental wellbeing and supporting active lifestyles. We encourage
engagement and participation. We seek out partners and experts who share our beliefs.

Supportive
We respect and trust each other. We are welcoming and inclusive. We share our expertise and knowledge.
We learn together and enjoy celebrating our successes.

Progressive
We are proud of our heritage. We reﬂect on our past to shape our future. We embrace change and look for
opportunities to improve ourselves and our service to members. We value feedback and invite new ideas.

Social
We are a community organisation, connecting people with common goals and interests. We share
our stories, make friends and have fun.
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Chief Executive’s Overview

Membership Growth
I am pleased to report that
membership grew for the
ﬁfth consecutive year, from
123,000 at the start of the year to
141,000 at the end of December.
Recruitment of new members was
up by 40% compared with 2016,
with our membership recruitment
team delivering a very pleasing 45%
of this growth. Our thanks must also
go to our volunteers and members who
accounted for 55% of new recruitment.
Whilst our membership grew last year, it
was also pleasing to see that the number
of members leaving CSSC had decreased for
the ﬁrst time in several years.
Take up of member beneﬁts grew
substantially during the year, with online
shop orders up 60% and website visits up
64%. In addition, unique card shows for English
Heritage site visits were up by more than 65%.
Our target for 2018 is to increase our membership
from 141,000 to 156,000. We will achieve this by
continuing to grow our market share of the civil
service (currently 23%), build on our well-developed
relationships with councils, and recruit more members
from schools and the NHS.
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Volunteers

“Recruitment of new
members was up by
40%”
Retention
The number of members who left CSSC
last year fell from 13% in 2016 to 9% at
the end of 2017. This means that less than
1% of members left us each month, and
that 91% of members continued with their
membership.

“Leavers were down from
13% in 2016 to 9% in
2017”
However, we must not be complacent
about this improved performance. We are
continuing to research why members leave,
and put measures in place to respond to
the reasons as to why they leave. The key
to this is improving member participation
through better engagement.

CSSC’s successful year was inextricably
linked to the commitment and enthusiasm
of our dedicated team of volunteers, who
give their time freely and generously
to CSSC. Feedback from our fourth
volunteer survey in recent years was most
encouraging, with 90% of volunteers
agreeing that they enjoyed volunteering
for CSSC.

“90% of volunteers
who responded to our
survey agreed that they
enjoyed volunteering
for CSSC”
The partnership between CSSC head ofﬁce
and its volunteers grew stronger during
2017, and CSSC will continue to actively
develop its programme of volunteer
friendly support initiatives.

7

Profession and has therefore taken the
decision to stand down as Chairman of
CSSC. We are extremely grateful for the
support that Jon has given CSSC over the
last year and we wish him well in his new
role.
We are very pleased to welcome Philip
Rycroft, Permanent Secretary at DEXEU,
as our new Chairman.

The Future
The future for CSSC is both exciting and
full of opportunity. We have begun
work on our new strategic plan to take
us from 2018 to our centenary year, 2021.
Our ambition is to achieve a membership
of 200,000 by the end of 2021, to
transform our member experience, and
to inspire and support our people (both
staff and volunteers).
We can only achieve this by developing
an agile mind-set, becoming more
future-focussed, and by strengthening
our digital and data capabilities.

Chairman of CSSC
At the time of writing, Jon Thompson
has been asked to take on the additional
role as leader of the Operational Delivery

|

Simon Lee
Chief Executive
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Meet Three of your New Board Members
CSSC’s Board has strategic responsibility
for the formation of policy and oversight
of CSSC’s conduct and business. The two
key aspects are the strategic plan and
governance. Day to day management and
operations are the responsibility of the
Chief Executive and his team.

Wendy Eley –
Honorary Treasurer

The Board comprises of the Chairman, ViceChairmen, Honorary Treasurer and twelve
elected members, who meet three times a
year. In between, speciﬁc responsibilities
are delegated to its three standing
committees, the Resources, Sport and
Leisure, and Volunteer Committees.
The Board may appoint up to three
additional members (for example to
bring speciﬁc expertise to the Board), and
currently there is one appointed Board
member. All members of the Board serve
in an honorary capacity with the exception
of the Chief Executive, who is a member
of the Board during his time in ofﬁce.
Both the ofﬁcers and elected members are
appointed for a term of four years, and
they may only stand for one further term
of four years.
We would like to introduce you to your
three newest Board members.

Professional Background
Wendy is a senior civil servant who has worked across three government
departments in her 18-year career, working on some of the most challenging and
high proﬁle programmes. She began her career in ﬁnance and commercial posts
before moving into project management.

CSSC / Relevant Experience
Wendy has been a member of CSSC for many years and was delighted to be
appointed as Honorary Treasurer. She aims to bring her wide range of ﬁnance
and strategic planning skills, and experience to the role. Wendy is also on the
Independent Monitoring Board of HMP Erlestoke.
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Vic Hibbert –
Board Member
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Clare Logan –
Board Member

Professional Background
Vic worked for 42 years in the civil service, and
the latter part of his career was in human
resources. Vic then joined YMCA Plymouth as
HR Manager for 5 years. Vic is currently YMCA
Support Services Director.

Professional Background
As a Specialist Dietitian with a variety of clinical experience, Clare has
spent the last 18 months working on a new and exciting challenge
as Nottingham University Hospitals’ ﬁrst Health and Wellbeing Specialist
Dietitian. Clare has strategically planned and established a service to
improve the wellbeing of staff through weight management.

CSSC / Relevant Experience
Vic has been a CSSC member for many years. He
joined the South West Regional Board a year ago
as secretary, his main role being co-ordinating
the monthly Skype meetings and organising the
annual conference.

CSSC / Relevant Experience
Clare’s experience includes a lifetime of coaching and participating in sport
at regional level, and careers from hospitality, to lifeguarding, nannying,
and then into the National Health Service (NHS). Amalgamating that with
Clare’s love for life, despite hurdles, and a passion for health and wellbeing,
she hopes to contribute to CSSC’s strategy going forward.
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Board Structure
CSSC Board
Chairman: Jon Thompson / Philip Rycroft (with effect from April 2018)
Vice-Chairmen: Caroline Rolfe
Sarah Cox
Stuart Fraser
Hon Treasurer: Wendy Eley
Chief Executive: Simon Lee
Honorary Legal Adviser: Marilynne Morgan

Board Members: Alan Adams
Janis Cammell OBE
Rona Duncan
John Fairs
Audrey Haskell
Vic Hibbert
Annie Jackson
Mark Jeffreys
Clare Logan
Rob Stephens
Paul Stubbs
Rachel Perowne

Resources Committee

Sports and Leisure
Committee

Chairman: Stuart Fraser
Hon Treasurer: Wendy Eley
Elected Members: Alan Adams
Janis Cammell OBE
Rob Stephens
Paul Stubbs
Vacant
Appointed Member: Rachel Perowne
External Member: Murray Quinney

Audit Committee
Chairman: Wendy Eley
External Member: Rob Baldwin
Elected Member: Rob Stephens
Chair CSSCP: Richard Wallace
Chair SLG: Richard Simpson

Discipline and
Complaints Committee
Chairman: Richard Wallace
Elected Members: Stuart Fraser
Paul Stubbs

Chairman: Caroline Rolfe
Vice Chairman: Vacant
Elected Members: Rona Duncan
John Fairs
Audrey Haskell
Vic Hibbert
Annie Jackson
Mark Jeffreys

Investment
Committee
Chairman: Wendy Eley
Elected Member: Paul Stubbs

Appointments Committee
Chairman: Marilynne Morgan CB
Members: Stuart Fraser
Simon Lee
External Members: Allan Roberts
David Brooker

Volunteer Committee
Chairman: Sarah Cox
Elected Members: Mark Jeffreys
Alan Adams
Non-Elected Member: Peter James

Current Working
Groups
Equality & Diversity: Audrey Haskell
Centenary: Audrey Haskell
Annie Jackson
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Board Members

Left to right: Sarah Cox, Rob Stephens, Alan Adams, John Fairs, Audrey Haskell, Paul Stubbs, Clare Logan, Annie Jackson, Stuart
Fraser, Caroline Rolfe, Mark Jeffreys, Janis Cammell, Vic Hibbert, Simon Lee, Wendy Eley.
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Some highlights from the year are:

Volunteers

• National Conference - once again this provided the opportunity for

Our volunteers are essential to CSSC, providing a
wide range of local offers and opportunities to our
members.
We have approximately 1,500 volunteers, some
of whom have been volunteering with CSSC for
decades, and some of whom became volunteers
in the last few months - we are indebted to
all our volunteers for all their hard work,
dedication and commitment to making CSSC
the great member organisation it is.

In our latest survey, 90% of
our volunteers responded
that they enjoy their
volunteering with CSSC
In the autumn we conducted a volunteer
survey, with 30% of our volunteers
completing it. The results were
extremely positive with 90% of those
responding conﬁrming they enjoyed
volunteering with CSSC and 81%
felt it was a good organisation to
volunteer with. Particularly given
CSSC is going through a period of
transformation, the results are even
more encouraging, and something all
at CSSC should be proud of.

a large number of our volunteers to pass on information, network,
gather their thoughts and for us to thank them. This year the awards
presentation was particularly inspiring, culminating in a standing ovation
for Joyce Cole, the recipient of The John Whittaker Fellowship Award, for
her work with womens’ hockey.

• Partnership Framework - we have developed the basis for a governance
framework for CSSC between head ofﬁce and its volunteers, consulting with
our volunteers every step of the way, and following the principles being set
across the country in other volunteer organisations.

• Volunteers at the CSSC Games - our volunteers were invaluable in delivering
an impressive Games at Loughborough in September.
• Training - treasurer training continued to be popular and immensely helpful
and there have been a number of training workshops provided throughout the
country on speciﬁc issues as they arise e.g. data, travel and communications.
• Branded volunteer clothing - the introduction of consistent corporate wear,
all in the colour purple, in the form of tops and jackets for afﬁliated sections has
been very popular.

• Afﬁliate Communications - this year saw the introduction of a resource to assist
afﬁliates with their communications to their members which has proved very
effective and popular.
• An induction process for key volunteers and new welcome letters for every
volunteer has been introduced.

• A new document library on the CSSC website was created, holding information,
guidance, policies and supportive documents in one place.

CSSC Annual Report 2017
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• Regional Conferences - the teamwork of
our volunteers was very visible throughout
events around the country and allowed for
greater interaction between volunteers and
extensive discussions between volunteers
and head ofﬁce on a number of important
issues for CSSC.

• Legislation - we continued to investigate
and provide guidance and policy to
protect and advise on legal issues
affecting volunteers e.g. Package Travel
Regulations, rewards and safeguarding.

Looking ahead, there is more
work to do. Building on the
efforts from last year, we aim
to continue to improve on a
number of initiatives.

“Our volunteers
are truly invaluable
to CSSC and its
success”

Below are some headlines:

• New volunteer handbook.
• Rolling out the Partnership Framework
with area associations and begin working
on an equivalent framework with other
afﬁliates.

• A volunteer strategy ﬁt for the future.
• Expanding the range of volunteer
branded merchandise.

• More training on a variety of topics.
• National subsidy guidance.
• Implementation and use of the
volunteer database.

The level of success achieved in 2017 and
the extent of the initiatives planned for
2018 is testament to the strength and
commitment of our volunteers; a purple
army of ambassadors for CSSC and a truly
invaluable group of people contributing
considerably to the organisation and its
success.
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Volunteer Award Winners
John Whittaker Fellowship
Award
WINNER - JOYCE COLE

Left to right Katrina Whittaker, Joyce Cole

Duke of York Trophy
WINNER - NSSC
SECOND - RCSL
THIRD - HASSRA

Left to right Sarah Cox, Chloe Evans Purnell , Michael Dennison, Chris Lialo, Steve Goss
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Turnbull Award (Volunteer of the Year)
WINNER - JUDITH HAMMOND

Left to right Simon Lee, Judith Hammond

RUNNERS UP TRACY HENDERSON, MICHAEL O’HARA, DENISE SPEAKMAN BEM, ASHLEY ROBINSON

|
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Sportsperson Award

Innovation Award

WINNER - ANDY BRAY

WINNER - BOURNEMOUTH AREA
ASSOCIATION

Left to right Simon Lee, Andy Bray

Left to right Sarah Cox, Berewyn Long, Derek Saddington

CSSC Annual Report 2017
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Hayward Trophy

Special Award Treasurer

WINNER - POOL

WINNER - BRIAN GLICKSMAN CB

Left to right Simon Lee, Paul Bett, Robert Gillies

Left to right Brian Glicksman CB, Simon Lee

17
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Merit Award
WINNER - DAVIE ELDER

WINNER - MARTIN RUDMAN

Left to right Brian Glicksman CB, Martin Rudman

Left to right Brian Glicksman CB, Davie Elder

OTHER MERIT AWARD RECIPIENTS FOR 2016 INCLUDE:

ALLAN GRAFTON MBE, CHARLIE MILLS, HELEN SKELTON, ROGER MARKS

|
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Russell Scott Trophy
WINNER - PORTSMOUTH AREA ASSOCIATION
HIGHLY COMMENDED - ANGLIA AREA ASSOCIATION, MANCHESTER
AREA ASSOCIATION
Left to right Andy Shaw, Judith Hammond, John Langston, Shellie Rogers
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Our Membership
CSSC’s membership grew steeply in 2017
to 141,092, which was 16% up on 2016.
30,476 new members were recruited in
2017, an increase of 40% from 2016 which
means that our membership is at its highest
level since 2005. A mix of both public sector
and civil service recruitment has led to this
achievement, with a signiﬁcant percentage
of these new members being recruited
from councils
(4,745), schools
(2,357) NHS (1,104)
and HMRC (4,538).
1,585 new members
Recruitment
were linked in
of new
2017 and 924 new
members
members joined
in the retired
up by 40%
membership category.
in 2017

Member Get Member
The Member Get Member (MGM)
campaign continues to provide members
with a cashback incentive for each member
they recruit. These cashback rewards give
members the ﬂexibility to accrue or spend
their earnings through My Savings+ or
to transfer their rewards to their bank
account. As at the end of December 2017,
MGM had recruited 5,583 new members,
which was 1,279 up on 2016.

Retention
The average monthly number of leavers
fell from 1,377 in 2016 to 1,061 in 2017, a
drop of 23%. Reasons for cancellation are
monitored on a quarterly basis with the
main reasons being non-usage, change
in circumstances and no longer working
within an eligible organisation.

Total public sector
(non civil service)
recruitment in 2017 has
increased by 96%
Public Sector (Non Civil Service)
CSSC’s penetration within councils in
England and Wales is now at 33% (122
local and county councils) with 4,745
new members being recruited from
councils in 2017. With added resources
in 2018, CSSC’s presence in Scottish
councils will increase. Another key area
for public sector recruitment was within
educational establishments. CSSC visited
or communicated with over 200 schools/
academies/colleges recruiting over 2,500
new members. In order to gain access and
communication with the majority of these

schools, CSSC has been working with the
council’s HR contact responsible for schools
to act as the advocate. Data has also been
purchased for Further Education Colleges
and University HR departments helping
CSSC to generate new opportunities more
efﬁciently.

Office Champions
CSSC now has 773 ofﬁce champions, which
allows us to communicate more effectively
throughout the workplaces in the UK (an
increase of 398 since 2016). We continue
to develop relationships across the civil
service, most notably with the Civil Service
Employee Policy Team in the Cabinet Ofﬁce
and across government departments as
diverse as Department for Transport and
Ofgem.

HMRC
A recruitment and retention working
group was formed to manage the impact
of the proposed changes to the HMRC
estate on CSSC membership. This has
meant targeted recruitment and retention
activity within the department leading to
over 4,500 new members joining CSSC. We
have further communicated the current
beneﬁts of membership and ability to
remain a CSSC member to those employees
who may no longer work for HMRC.
Digital communication channels have

CSSC Annual Report 2017
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Reaching Our Members
remained our focus during 2017. We
currently hold 85% of members’ email
addresses and have installed email
validation software on both the website
and database to ensure conformity and
accuracy of input. For new members, a
suite of welcome emails, together with
engagement emails covering the ﬁrst 12
months of membership have been put in
place.

Online joining has been a
success with over 54% of
members now choosing this
option, which provides instant
access to our online services

Website
Since the launch of our new website in
June 2016, visits have grown at a rapid
pace, increasing by 64% from 2016 to 2017
and unique visits by 36%. Number of pages
viewed per visit has decreased from 7.91
in 2016 to 6.85 in 2017, which could be an
indication of the shorter member journey
(clicks required) in place on the new
website.

Social Media
In an effort to boost our social media
channels and to create more varied and
engaging posts, we have introduced the
use of video content; we follow trends
more closely and repost/retweet from
partner organisations.

Our member magazine, Leisure Scene,
continues to be sent electronically
as well as in print format to those
members for whom we do not have an
email address. It is viewed as a great
way to keep members informed of their
beneﬁts and to maintain a sense of
belonging.

General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR)
Extensive work is required to ensure
compliance with this new regulation
regarding the collection, handling
and storage of data, which has
serious implications for organisations
and members within it, including
volunteers.

6,168

1,816,230

2,292
1,802

4,901
641,887

2016

2017
Overall website visits

4,066

1,532

2015 2016 2017
Facebook likes

2015

2016

2017

Twitter followers
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Member Benefits
New Benefits

MoveGB

Following a signiﬁcant investment in its
core member beneﬁts in 2016, supporting
signiﬁcant improvements to recruitment
and retention levels, CSSC has sought
to consolidate its position in 2017 and
safeguard the key elements of its offering
to members for the longer term. As
a result, CSSC has agreed three year
extensions of its partnerships with English
Heritage, Cadw and tastecard and will
continue to partner with Historic Royal
Palaces for at least the next two years.

With a focus on health and wellbeing, CSSC
has partnered with MoveGB, a leading
multi-location gym and physical activity
provider, to compliment My Gym Discounts
and provide CSSC members with even
greater choices to get active.

Additionally, we conﬁrmed our three year
partnership agreement with Civil Service
Insurance Services (CSIS) for our national
conference and the CSSC Games.
CSSC has introduced a range of additional
attractions to the Online Shop, expanding
the Merlin offering and bolstering the
Scottish regional offering particularly. New
card show discounts with the Snow & Rock
Group have also been well received.
There is also an opportunity for CSSC
members to embrace healthy living
through CSSC’s Grown Your Own initiative,
offering premium quality seeds free of
charge to members.

was up by 78% on last year and savings
of £530,000 up by 62%. The range of
products, including digital vouchers, has
increased and we are continually looking
to update both product and systems to
remain competitive. Reloadable cards from
the major retailers, namely Sainsbury’s and
Tesco, remain the top retailers by order
values.

My Savings+
2017 has seen the My Savings+ discount
scheme grow across all metrics.

Up
78%
Up
62%
£7.5 million
Total spend

£530,000
Total savings

My Savings+
Compared to 2016, unique log-ins are
up 61% which means that 32% of our
members have accessed the beneﬁt.
Total spend of just under £7.5 million

Online Shop

“The online shop has had
its best year to date in
2017, achieving a turnover
in excess of £2 million.”
A 43% increase in sales compared to
2016, can be attributed to the increase in
CSSC’s membership, the introduction of
additional attractions and one-off events,
several blockbuster ﬁlms and improved
targeted marketing drives. Orders fulﬁlled
has increased by 60%, with members’
purchasing habits shifting to eCodes (88%)
compared to vouchers (11%) which is
largely down to the digitalisation of codes
in 2017.
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The shop was used by 23,000 unique
members in 2017, (16% of the total
membership compared to 13% in 2016).
We introduced a satisfaction survey for
online shop users in 2017, with 93%
rating their overall shopping experience
good or very good.
Our aim in 2018 is to further increase our
one-off event ticket range and to have
the top ten attractions in each region
represented on the online shop.

Taster Days
Going from strength to strength each
year, there were 2,257 attendees at
CSSC’s taster days in 2017. Members were
booked onto 616 different events which
included ‘ﬂexible tasters’ introduced in
2017, enabling members to book a range
of events at a date and time to suit them.
This has proved to be a very successful
initiative. The most popular taster event
in 2017 were Go Ape experiences.

National Events Programme
The range of activities offered included
darts, karting and swimming as well as
more specialist events such as e-sports
and scuba diving trips. All of our events
are aimed to suit all standards and
abilities.

|
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“CSSC offered an extensive
national and regional
events programme
during 2017, with over
350 different sporting
opportunities.”
CSSC Games

2017 saw the return of the CSSC Games at
Loughborough University with over 850
members taking part. The Games trialed
a new format for 2017 with all events
being staged on one day as opposed to
the two day event of previous years. The
competitors travelled from all corners of
the UK to compete in one of the seventeen
available activities.

“There were over 80
volunteers assisting at the
Games and their efforts
were greatly appreciated
by all involved.“
2018 promises to be another action packed
year with a full and varied programme of
events on offer for members.
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Another member to highlight includes
Dan Harbridge who was awarded £500
from the Sponsorship Scheme for costs
associated with his ambition to compete in
the European Triathlon Championships.

Physical activity
continues to grow in
popularity within CSSC as
more and more members look to
get active in their own time with the
help and support of My Active and the
tools and resources available. In 2017, My
Active created over 15,000 opportunities
for members compared to 12,800 in 2016.
My Active can be broken down into three
main sections: My Active Support, My
Active Rewards and My Active Run, Ride,
Swim, Stride. For the ﬁrst time, we now
have the ability to track demographics and
trends thanks to the work of our digital
partners.

My Active Support
Activity Subsidy Scheme
The Activity Subsidy Scheme saw a 23% rise
in claims for subsidies from 2,585 in 2016
to 3,179 in 2017. Members who claim for
running events still prove the most popular
subsidy and the new data reveals an even

split across male and females with the
average age being 41.

Training Subsidy Scheme
The Training Subsidy Scheme saw a 72%
increase in claims, signiﬁcantly more
popular with males, aged 40 and above.

Sponsorship Scheme
The Sponsorship Scheme had 14 success
stories highlighted, including

“Amanda George, a CSSC
member who has her sights
set on being part of Team
GB in Tokyo 2020, received
£1,500 from CSSC and £1,750
from CSIS to fund a made to
measure wheelchair specific
to archery.”

Elite Competitors Fund
A new Elite Competitors Fund was
introduced in 2017 to assist CSSC members
who have been selected to represent their
nation in their respective sport. CSSC
already looks to provide ﬁnancial assistance
to members with disabilities or those
experiencing ﬁnancial difﬁculties. In 2017
we received 36 applications of which 25
successfully received funding. The range of
activities that members received funding
for were: triathlon, archery, swimming,
frisbee, hockey masters, orienteering and
weightlifting.

Physical Activity Fund
Applications for the Physical Activity Fund
also saw an increase of 20% where the
most popular application continues to
be the organisation of exercise classes
in the workplace. A number of success
stories have been collated with the largest
number of applications coming from the
North West, Midlands and London regions
taking the most advantage of the scheme.
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My Active Rewards
The My Active Rewards app hit 8,000
downloads in 2017 and members were
offered twelve CSSC speciﬁc challenges
to take part in throughout the year
which were very successful.

72%

Training Subsidy
Scheme

23%

Activity Subsidy
Scheme

20%

Physical Activity
Fund

My Active Run, Ride,
Swim, Stride
CSSC’s Advice Surgery included
twelve volunteer advisors across
running, walking, swimming and
cycling three times during the year,
answering the questions and queries
of members. The Inspire Me initiative
included 28 members chosen from
over 60 applicants to complete a
blog each week for 6 weeks, sharing
their experiences with fellow CSSC
members.

“The Parkrun initiative
saw 1,096 sign ups to
Parkrun in 2017, with
8,191 opportunities
created across the 9
months.”

|
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Working With Employers and Stakeholders
Attendance at industry events have again
provided great awareness and good
opportunities to network with senior
managers across civil service and public
sector organisations.

Working with Councils

Civil Service Live

For the third successive year we exhibited
at the Local Government Authority
conference in Birmingham in July. This is
the biggest event in the local government
calendar, attracting over 1,400 delegates.
Over the 2.5 days we had approximately
200 visits to the stand with 46 new senior
ofﬁcial contacts being made.

CSSC once again attended all six CS Live
exhibitions across the country during June
and July. These exhibitions provide us
with a great opportunity to showcase our
beneﬁts to over 16,000 civil servants that
attended from all departments. The event
is designed to highlight and share best
practice, innovation and stimulate learning
– with the ultimate goal of achieving a
brilliant civil service. Our exhibition stands
attracted large numbers of both current
and potential members with many new
members being signed up on the day
and new contacts within departments
established.

Departmental Associations
The main objective has been to re-establish
relationships with key Departmental
Associations (DAs), develop a better
picture of what DAs do and inform DAs
on CSSC’s key priorities including funding,
Package Travel Regulations (PTR) and GDPR
legislation.
So far, DAs have been very receptive to
the key priorities outlined. PTR have a
direct impact on DAs and the activities
they organise. DAs understood the need
CSSC exhibitor stand at CS Live, London
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to comply with PTR and headway has
been made into understanding the type
of trips and events DAs organise. Follow
up work is being conducted to ensure DAs
are fully compliant. In terms of data and
GDPR legislation, as expected DAs were
already fully aware of the legislations that
will be in place for 2018 and in almost all
cases, DAs were already fully compliant.
Consultation has been taking place around
how funding should be allocated to DAs
and the importance for DAs to be more
accountable for the funding they receive.
Further work will be carried out during
2018 to discuss funding, governance and
accountability.

products and personal service under a
new partnership agreement with CSSC.
This latest agreement sees CSIS move to a
three year sponsorship of the CSSC Games
and CSSC’s Annual Conference, as well as
providing a long-term, seamless experience
for CSSC members.
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CSIS has been a not-for-proﬁt organisation
for over 100 years, and donates all surplus
income to the CSIS Charity Fund which
looks after the widows and widowers of
policyholders in need. It further extends
to the wider public sector including the
Charity for Civil Servants and supporting
disabled and disadvantaged CSSC members
through the Sponsorship Scheme.

From a DAs perspective, the main concerns
are focused around the strain on their
volunteer resources to complete the day to
day running of their DA and the activities
they choose to organise. As a result of
this, CSSC will be looking at how this issue
can be addressed and whether a central
resource at head ofﬁce could help ease the
pressures on DA volunteers.

Civil Service Insurance Society
With many years’ experience of providing
CSSC members with home, motor and
travel insurance, the Civil Service Insurance
Society (CSIS) will continue to deliver great
Departmental Association workshop in action
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Snippets from 2017
CSSC Games

CSSC members step up for charity
Our members work hard throughout the year
to raise money and awareness for their chosen
charities.

19 events | 1 day | Unlimited excitement

Annual Conference Delivering quality together

Volunteer Week
Celebrating our volunteers
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Obituaries
John Beamish
It is with great sadness that we report the passing of John
Beamish in 2017.
John made a signiﬁcant contribution to the Civil Service
Men’s Hockey Association and his achievement was
recognised in 1980 with the presentation of a Merit Award.
In more recent times John was an active volunteer with
CSSC’s local association, covering Bury St Edmunds and
the surrounding area. His wealth of experience provided
invaluable reassurance to the Chairman and committee,
ensuring that the association continued to grow and
remain successful.
John will be sadly missed.
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David Noel Gray
Noel joined CSSC when he was
working for Ministry of Food &
Fisheries (MAFF) in Sleaford in 1959.
He was an enthusiastic cricketer
and he managed and captained the
MAFF cricket team for many years.
He subsequently organised cricket
for the CSSC and this he did from
1972 onwards. He was elected as
President of the Nottingham area
committee and club in 1972. Noel
was a founding member of the East
Midland Civil Service Small Bore Club
and was elected secretary, a post he
held until 2017.
Noel was elected Chairman of
the Nottingham area association
in 1989, a post that he held until
2013. In recognition of his long and
meritorious service to the area he
was invited to take up the honorary
position of President. Noel made a
signiﬁcant impact within Civil Service
sport and CSSC’s Nottingham Area
Association and his achievements
were recognised in 1989 with the
presentation of a Merit Award.
Noel will be deeply missed.
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Accounts
The Board present their report and
the accounts for the year ended 31
December 2017.

Activities
The Group continues to provide
sports and leisure opportunities for
employees of the civil service and the
wider public sector. In addition, each
qualifying member is able to recruit
up to three family members or friends
as members. The Civil Service Sports
Council (CSSC) is the full owner of the
Sports & Leisure Group Limited (SLG)
which provides high quality leisure and
health clubs, under the brand name
of Roko Health clubs, and small sided
football centres, under the brand name
of PlayFootball.

Business review
The loss for the CSSC group (including
SLG) for the year was £2,489k which
represents a decrease of £3,821k
from the previous year, as detailed
in the ﬁnancial statements. Our core

business of providing sports and leisure
opportunities for members (CSSC Ltd)
made an operating deﬁcit of £1,221k
(2016: operating deﬁcit of £748k). The
net assets of CSSC Ltd have increased
during the year by £1,708k to £35,668k.

amount to over £5m. The Board are
of the opinion that they should fully
provide for potential shortfalls but not
recognise potential gains in order to
retain a prudent approach as dictated
by accounting standards.

In accordance with the requirements
of accounting standards, the Board of
the Sports & Leisure Group Limited is
required to assess whether its assets
have suffered an impairment loss
since the last year end. Accordingly,
the Board has reviewed the value of
all of its sites as at 31 December 2017,
and considers that whilst some have
risen in value a number have fallen.
The Board has decided to recognise
the full value of the impairment in
value of some of its subsidiary’s assets
which totals £2,832,000 as this is a
prudent approach. The Board has
not recognised any of the increase
in value that they have estimated
for the remaining sites in the year
end ﬁnancial statements, which from
their calculations, would potentially

CSSC income £8,430k (2016:
£7,337k)
Despite the continued reduction in
the size of the civil service, we are
pleased to report that our membership
has grown from 123,245 to 141,092
(14.4%) and total membership income
increased by 13.0% (2016: 5.1%).
This year also included the seventh
year of the phased reduction in our
annual grant from the Cabinet Ofﬁce,
which decreased by £179k (2016: £155k
decrease).
We are pleased to report that our
Online Shop activity increased to
£1,755k.
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CSSC expenditure £9,651k
(2016: £8,085k)
Total grants paid out during the year
increased by £17k to £2,858k (2016:
£2841k).
The Online Shop costs increased by
£780k. The cost of centrally provided
members beneﬁts increased to £461k
(2016: £338k).

Investments
The investment fund at the end of 2017
showed a market value of £11,977k
(2016: £10,764k). The Investment
Committee meets a minimum of twice
a year to review the portfolio with our
investment fund managers.
CSSC Properties Limited received
rental income of £437k in 2017 (2016:
£412k) and made an operating proﬁt
of £291k (2016: £3,465k). The 2016
results include proﬁt from the sale of
the Newcastle site. The Sports & Leisure
Group operates in two well established
markets. 2017 was a good year for

Roko Health clubs, which continue
to perform well despite increasing
competition. PlayFootball continues to
face competition from new, publicly
funded, 3G pitches, and this is reﬂected
in the results.
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information of which the group’s
auditors were unaware.

Turnover increased to £17,449k (2016:
£16,979k) whilst gross proﬁt increased
to £4,167k (2016: £3,988k).

- That Board member had taken all
steps that the Board member ought
to have taken as a Board member
to make himself or herself aware of
any relevant audit information and
to establish that the group’s auditors
were aware of that information.

Pension Scheme

Auditors

Pension valuation is based on various
actuarial assumptions. The changes
in the assumptions and investment
performance of the fund during 2017
resulted in an decrease in the liability
by £933k, to £211k.

A resolution to reappoint Kingston
Smith LLP as auditors will be proposed
at the next Annual General Meeting.

Approved by the Board on 2 May 2018
and signed on behalf of the Board by

Disclosure of information to the
auditors
In the case of each person who was a
member of the Board at the time this
report was approved:
- So far as that Board member was
aware there was no relevant available

Wendy Eley
CSSC Honorary Treasurer
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Accounts
Consolidated Comprehensive Income Account for the year ended 31 December 2017

2017

2016

£000

£000

8,430

7337

Administrative expenses

(9,651)

(8,085)

Operating deﬁcit

(1,221)

(748)

Operating Surplus/(Deﬁcit) in subsidiary Companies

(3,382)

2,446

(459)

(641)

Loss/gain on investments

929

1,367

Fair value gains on investment properties

254

595

69

12

(3,810)

(3,031)

388

(555)

(3,422)

2,476

Remeasurement gain on pension scheme

933

(1,144)

Total Comprehensive income for the year

(2,489)

1,332

Income *

Interest payable

Surplus on sale of ﬁxed assets
Surplus on ordinary activities before tax
Tax charge/credit on surplus on ordinary activities
Surplus for the year after taxation

* The Income for CSSC detailed above does not include dividends from subsidiary companies amounting to £1m (2016: £250k)

Consolidated balance sheet as at 31 December 2017

2017

2016

£000

£000

779

951

Tangible assets

38,506

42,911

Long term investments

11,977

10,764

51,262

54,626

506

584

2,544

2,706

9

14

7,191

8,732

10,250

12,036

(7,899)

(7,755)

2,351

4,281

53,613

58,907

(15,922)

(17,481)

Dilapidations

(380)

(380)

Deferred tax

(1,054)

(1,486)

(213)

(1,028)

36,044

38,532

Called up share capital

7

6

Proﬁt and loss account

36,037

38,532

36,044

38,532

Fixed assets
Intangible assets

Current assets
Debtors falling due within one year
Debtors falling due after one year
Cash at bank and in hand

Creditors: amounts falling due within one year
Net current assets
Total assets less current liabilities
Creditors: amounts falling due after one year

The summarised
ﬁnancial information
has been derived
from the full ﬁnancial
statements of the Civil
Service Sports Council
Limited, which are
independently audited
by Kingston Smith LLP.

Wendy Eley

Provisions for liabilities

Pension asset/(liability)
Net assets including pension asset/liability
Capital and reserves

Simon Lee

